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KLAR A  oversized coat
BUCK  open back dress
             

KLAR A  oversized coat
HEIDI  décolletage detail sleeveless dress    
               



K ADARK A  oversized blazer  
PR ADO  drawstring trousers               

K ADARK A  oversized blazer
FLEURETTE  tailored bermuda shorts   
CATO  triangle bikini top               



TYRO  jumpsuit     
AGAPE  puffer tote bag
       

TYRO  jumpsuit   
   



TYRO  jumpsuit               THALA  draped sleeve shirt dress 
PR ADO  drawstring trousers         



ZENOBIA  décolletage blouse
PR ADO  drawstring trousers       

KLEOPATR A  décolletage shirt dress



ARETE  kaftan dress    ARETE  kaftan dress
  



IMI  denim style jacket 
ATLAS  utility skirt
    

IMI  denim style jacket 
ARETE  kaftan dress                   



VENATA  overshirt
DELTA  one-shoulder swimsuit
FLEURETTE  tailored bermuda shorts  

VENATA  overshirt
DAPHNE  playsuit  
             



LALA  draped sleeve blouse
ATLAS  utility skirt              

LALA  draped sleeve blouse
FLEURETTE  tailored bermuda shorts  



NIKO  overlap shirt dress

               

NIKO  overlap shirt dress



NEYSA  kimono style maxi dress      
               

NEYSA  kimono style maxi dress      



NY X  asymmetric cami dress NY X  asymmetric cami dress            



HEIDI  décolletage detail sleeveless dress    HEIDI  décolletage detail sleeveless dress
              



PHYLA  asymmetric sleeveless dress
              

PHYLA  asymmetric sleeveless dress

            



BUCK  open back dressBUCK  open back dress
                
                    



ASTI  jersey shirt
ALINA  utility drawstring trousers      

ASTI  jersey shirt
ALESIA  utility drawstring shorts  
    



PAPPY  sleeveless wrap top 
FLEURETTE  tailored bermuda shorts    
   

PAPPY  sleeveless wrap top 
ALESIA  utility drawstring shorts     



DAPHNE  playsuit
ILIA  adjustable cap
       

DAPHNE  playsuit
AGAPE  puffer tote bag
      



ZAK A  scoop neck top          
CATRI  side tie bikini bottom       

ZAK A  scoop neck top
ATLAS  utility skirt      



MARLA embroidered T-shirt
IDOLA  high waisted bikini bottom

MARLA embroidered T-shirt
NY X  asymmetric spaghetti dress                                              



MARTHA  embroidered sweatshirt
ATLAS  utility skirt

DELLA  one-shoulder bikini top 
ALINA  utility drawstring trousers    



DELLA  one-shoulder bikini top        
IDOLA  high waisted bikini bottom
AGAPE  puffer tote bag   

DELLA  one-shoulder bikini top 
IDOLA  high waisted bikini bottom



DELTA  one-shoulder swimsuit                 DELLA  one-shoulder bikini top 
CATRI  side tie bikini bottom       



DELTA  one-shoulder swimsuit      
ALESIA  utility drawstring shorts        

DELTA  one-shoulder swimsuit         



DELIA  one-shoulder jersey top
ALESIA  utility drawstring shorts               

DELIA  one-shoulder jersey top       
CATRI  side tie bikini bottom      



TETNO  tie shoulder cami top   
IDOLA  high waisted bikini bottom
ILIA  adjustable cap   

TETNO  tie shoulder cami top   
IDOLA  high waisted bikini bottom    



CATO  triangle bikini top   
IDOLA  high waisted bikini bottom 

CATO  triangle bikini top 
CATRI  side tie bikini bottom       
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 In TOMCSANYI’s SS23 collection favorite silhouettes and old prints 
return fresh and developed, to celebrate the 10-year history of the brand 
and its identity deeply rooted in the Eastern European origins.

Tapestry-like flower prints remind us of the faded luxury of Club Aliga, the 
once flourishing holiday complex of the influential socialist elite, while 
airplane patterns recall the envied lifestyle of the Eastern European jet set. 
Our collective memory is addressed by the striped shopping bags, common 
accessory of ordinary life in 80s Hungary. One of the brand’s favorite 
patterns, the ‘Kádár cubes’, inspired by the work of photographer Katharina 
Roters, is also back refreshed.

As a fine counterbalance to the exuberant world of the prints, classic 
tailoring and clean cuts shape the easy and minimal silhouettes. 
This season the collection is also complemented by versatile accessories 
such as beach bags that can be turned into pillows when sunbathing.

Fresh hues and unexpected color combinations make up the palette for the 
lively patterns, printed on lightweight, natural fabrics.

photographed by Mark Viszlay

 

THALA  draped sleeve shirtdress
CATO  triangle bikini top 
CATRI  side tie bikini bottom                 



info@tomcsanyi.eu
tomcsanyi.eu

fb.com/tomcsanyibudapest


